
fter Labour MEP Nessa
Ghitders calted Facebook a
"clear and present threat to
the mental heatth of miltions of
European citizens", we asked

- 
Icyber psychologist Dr Ciaran

McMahon if the interuveb and Facebook are
driving us bonkers.

ls Facebook a risk to our mental health?
Nessa Chil.ders' idea that there should be regula-
tions and guidelines is something I agree with.

But will it make us all go a bit ga-ga?
I haven't seen any evidence of that yet. But it is
possibte, A study recently Linked Facebook with
depression but reatly you are taLking about a
chicken-and-egg situation.

Before you ask which Game firct, I think
you'll find it was the rooster. . .
If there is excessive use of Facebook there is
probably another cause of the probtem.
Excessive Facebook use is just a symptom,

We used to be thin, rich and addicted to
coke. Now we're fat, broke and addicted to
Facebook.
[Laughs] Addiction is a word we tend not to use
in psychology, New technology just takes time for
us to adjust to,

Stitt can't work my damn DVD recorder,
In the '50s we had talk of teLevrsion acdrction, Ir
the '80s we had tal.k of computer addicticn, It
generally takes us a generation to adapt to new
technotogy. There wi[[ be people who overuse it,
but I don't think technology is the probtem

I've heald S0pc of parcnts 'friend'their
children on Facebook and the other Sopc
find other ways to embarass them...
It is a bit of a tricky isst:e because it is common
for students to say their parents requested their
friendship on Facebook and they refused.

Funny enough, it was my parents who
refused my friend request.
Basicail.y, what they are saying is the wortd
would be a better ptace if everybody shared
everything with everyone.

That's just sick and wrong.
Not everyone wants to share everything.
Facebook phitosophy doesn't al'[ow for different
circtes of friends, so you are sharing everything
with everyone.

So, I have 173 friends on Facebook,
whereas Ghris de Burgh has 773 followers.
Where's the justice in that?
Researchers found that if you had 50 friends you
didn't Look as good as someone with 100 friends,
With 100, you didn't look as good as someone
with 2OO, But once you got to 500, the effect
peaked so a person with 700 friends doesn't took
as good to the publ.ic as someone with 500.

Yes! | knew it! In your face de Burgh!
Because of the size of our brain we are not capa-
ble of being friends with more than 150 peopLe.

Facebook doesn't reLease these statistics too
often, but the average number is actually around
130. If it goes beyond that figure Facebook is in
trouble because peopte are just accumulating
friends and are not building connections.

So if you got a friend request from Brian
Gowen, would you accept it?
No, I don't think so, because I've never met him,

Dr CiarSn Mc Mahon's video detailing how to reap
the benefits of Facebook is avaiLable at
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